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'bb Championship

SHOWN HERE are the "champ" coed bowling team which won
the U.S. National Intercollegiate Postal American Ten Pin
Tournament. From right to left, they are: first ro11'-Prudy McLananan, Gail Hudson, Margaret Hilliar and Kathy 1tfason. Second
row--Jo Ann Mattneis, Phyllis Isenhower, Jan Olson (P.E.),
CJ,ludia Navarrette, Bub Henry (Mgr.), Gwendolyn Dunn, Carmie
.Dtlvid, and Sally Temperty. Not pictured are Mary Ann Marquez
and Dianna Berthelsen.

R~tJceive

Five Firsts

Bowling Team from UNM Wins
U.S. National Ten Pin Tournament
Fourteen coeds have captured
the U.S. Nationals Team cbamprinshop in the National Intercollegiate Postal American Ten Pin
Tournament, Class B.
The girls' team which calls itself the "Lowblows" took first
place in all five divisions of the
competition which was spread
over a four-month period.
Ten girls competed each month
in single and team games and
scores were compared with those
of more than 30 other competing
schools including Oregon State
University, University of Kansas,
State University of New York1
Tennesse A.I. State University,
Wisconsin State University and
Stanford.
The Ten Pin tournament is an
annual event sponsored by the
Division of Girls and Womens

Sports of the American Association of Health, Physical Education
and Research,

LOBO Special
PROVO, Utah The UNM
golf team begins play today in the
1966 Western Athletic Conference
golf championships. The Lobos
are the defending cba111-ps but
Brigham Young is favored to win
the title.
If New Mexico wins this year
it will be its tenth straight conference victory. Leading the Lobo
squad will be defending WAC
champion Ralph Coker.
Rounding out the four-man
team are Terry Dear, Mike Goodart and Mahlon Moe. Dear .and
Goodart are both frosh and in
their first year of competition.
Moe won the New Mexico State
Intercollegiate earlier this year.
Other top players in the tournament are George Boutell of
Arizona State and Mike Taylor of
BYU. Several other Cougars are
also rated very strong on their
home course.
Three weeks ago ASU won the
BYU invitational and two weeks
ago BYU showed its strength
by winning the Pike's Peak Intercollegiate at Colorado Springs,
Colo. The I:.obos were tied for second with Utah.

U.N. Association
The UNM Association on the
United Nations will bold a general meeting Monday, May 23, at
8 p.m. in Room 231-E of the
Union. Officers for the '66-'67

SUMMER sublet. Furnished hoUse, 1 bed·
room, 3 blocka from University. $60 pet
month. Preler female. can 212-6776. G/16,
18, 19.
FURNISHED Houses & Apartments. 212
Cornell SE, .( bedroom, $100: 221 Princeton SE, 2 bedroom, $100 : 209 Stanford
SE, 3 IJ!!droom, $!!5; 220%0 COlumbia
SE, 1 bedroom, S5S. Pay ow11 utilities.
Ope11 during day - l11vestisrate at your
convenience. (May).
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER ~Iiles & repair. Special
rates to UNM students on all machines.
Free pickup & delivery. E & E T7J>e.o
writer Service. 2217 COal SE, phone
243-0588.

PERSONALS
GREETING cards for_ everJ' occasion. Con•
temporary,. Graduation, Father'& Day.
Also Quality Wedding 1nvitatlo11!. G...,..
haDI'a House of Hallmark, 8501 Lomu

NE~·--~~~~--~~~~~

NEED GLASSES! Prescriptions filled, repair aervlce.. PreliCriptlon Sung.......,.
Case:v Optical, 4312 Lomu NE. Phone
256·6829. &/13-28.

FLYING student. cheek .. our 11ew lower
rates, Atlk about the ,5.00 lnttoductort
orrer. ManJ' additional foatuUB at no
extra eoet. Call Southweot.!ni SbwaJL
HELP WANTED
TEACHERS wanted, Southwst, entire
Wt!llt A Alaska. Bet!:lnnlll&' saki'J' Y&riel
from $6000 In New Jleldeo to •7000 In
Aluka. South-t Teachers A«ac:J',
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JOI THE DODGE REBELLION
Coronet scores high in any class.
.
Art • • • Coronet's beautiful lines and graceful
styling draw looks everywhere you drive. Math •••
take the 383 cu. in. VB, add four-on-the-floor, and
you've got the swing,n'est car on campus. History
• • • Coronet's a success story of record-breaking sales.

Speech ••• Coronet says a lot about you even when
it's standing still. Then comes Logic ••• Coronet's
low price makes sense to just about any budget.
How about you? Like to make the grade?. Enroll at
your Dodge dealer's now. As Pam points out, the
.Dodge Rebellion wants you •

DODGE
DIVISION. CHRYSLER
'
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uemen a age
·
r7ported that Pope-

.
ioy$;fgo~t00 receive a ~2,500 raise
pe.r yem·, · ut no such
fiJur~ ;~s ~ISC~Jssed ~~· suggeste T a .; UI JY s mee mg..
.
wo- ear ontract MentiOned
h A two-year contract, inst~ad of
t e. usual annual co~tract. lS re~o}tedly un.<ler consid:rahon.
o?nson IS to ;epoit back. to
the tegents at their ~ext meetmg
on June 10, ~eg_ardmg the outcome of n~go~mttons.
U.S. D1stl'lct Judge Howard
Bratton urged Johnson to con-
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academic year will be elected and
programs will be discussed. All
students interested in participating in U.N. oriented activities
on campus, or in the model U.N.
to be held in Portland, Oregon, in
1967, are urged to attend.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., G5c-4 times, $2.00. lnsertioDJJ
must be aubmitted by noon on da:v before
publication to Room 1511, Student Publica•
tiona Bulldinfr, Phone Jl77-4002 or 277-4102.
"FOR SALE
SUMMER WESTERN REVIEW. FOCUII
on Youth. Pre-Marital Sex. Campus
Rebels. Trends in Student Writing. New
Directions in Art. Twenty-five Young
Artists. Bracero Labor. N.M. Place
Names. Psycho-analysis and the BiOI!:·
rapher. Sex in Fiction Today. Dean
Rmk on Viet Nam. Willard Wirtz. Dorothy Cline.. T. Phillip Wolf.. .Joseph
Montoya. Thomas Morris. One Dollar.
Associated Students llook Store.
BACK scat for VW bus. Good CDndil:lon.
$75.00. Plain hollow CDre door, $4.00.
Call 243-4721.
1959 VESPA Motorscooter. Needs minor
repaira. '66 plates. Extru. Cheap. can
.Tames Lyons, 2G8-7268.
3 PIECE SCetional CDrner bookcase, cap.
acity 50 to GO books. $15. Call Vina
Bridger, 2108 Eton SE, at 213-4G30.
1962 MONZA Coupe for sale. 4 apeed,
radio, heater, all. new tires. $750. Calt
277·4406 or 243-04110.
MOTORCYCLE, 1964 BSA 175cc, 4,000
miles, better than new. Perfect for Spring
& Sommer trips and school $300. CaD
277-5321 or 2GB-773G.
SMITH-CORONA "Sterling" portable typewriter with case. Excellent condition..
$50. See at Room 159, Student Publications Building. 277-4002. 5/2, 4, 5, G.
• ,·
FOR. RENT
ATTRACTIVE furnished efficiency apartment, spacious, newly deoorated. Private
bath, privat.! entrance. Cal'lieted. Suitable for faeulty or staff member. 5 blocka
from campus. $80 per month. Call 248-

~~~~s :-v~I~h p\OVIte for 6;nanda-

Sider PopeJoy's years of experi- . 775 f~·om this yea!•'s operating
ence at UNM, and the progress budget. Portions of the total budUNM has enjoyed under Presi- get are for building expenditures
dent Popejoy's administration.
which will not actually be spent
Department Chairmen Hired
this year, but. were budgeted on
In other ll~ti.on, the ~·egents ap- . instructions for the State Board
proved the h1rmg of two new de- of Educational Finance.
partment chairmen, These were;
Med. Scho111 Budget Up
~!fi.ss Edna Snell, to replace reThe UNM Medical School budhrmg Home Economics depart- get wa::; up ~563,300 from this
ment head Grace Elser;. and Jo. year's $1,522,000 budget. The inseph Frank to head the English crease reflects the addition of a
department.
·
third year of instruction. $320A $45,624,000 budget for 1966- 000 of the increase came from ~
67 was also approved. This in- Kellogg Foundation grllnt,
eludes a $29,528,000 operating
The regents ·passed a resolubudget for next year, up $5,221,- tiol). stating that, while they

EW

THE LOBO GOLF team will compete today and tomorrow at
Provo, Utah, for the Western Athletic Confer!nce golf champion·
ship. Team members are, front row, left to rtght: Larry Adams,
Dick Placek, Dennis Elkins, Isidro Yea:r:a, Ralph Ct~ker; back
row: Jerry Mindell, Joe Sterges, Manion Moe, Dale Vaugh, and
Terry Dear. Cole, defending WAC champion, Dear, Goodart,
Mahlon Moe will represent UNM this weekend at Provo.

WANT ADS
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Virginia Zendt

Seis, Zendt Reign
Over UNM Fiesta
Wally Seis of Phi Gamma Delta
and Virginia Zendt of Santa
Clara Hall were crowned 1966
Fiesta King and Queen Friday
night at the midway at Tingley
Coliseum.
First runnerup for king was
Joe Casas of Mesa Vista Hall.
Second runnerup was Tom Minton, who represented Phi Delta
Theta.
First and second runners-up for
queen, respectively, were Sandy
Vitt fo Kappa Alpha Theta and
Joyce Gattas of Pi Beta Phi.
Sweepstakes honors for the
midway went to Coronado Hall
for their skyride booth.
First place for women's booths
went to Kappa Alpha Theta's pillow fight and second went to Phi
Mu's mock marriage booth.
Pi Kappa Alpha's bucking bar·
t•el won the men's division first
place trophy, and Industrial Arts
Association's log roll and Delta
Sigma Phi's balloon throw tied for
second place honors.
Satm•day's activities were highlighted by the We Five concert
Saturday night, which was at·
tended by about 2000 students.
The rodeo's Saturday and Sunday performances featured outstanding college teams such as
Eastern New Mexico University
and New Mexico St!ltes as well as
UNM's team and several teams
frotn campus organizations plus
many individual entries.

MIRAGE Is Ready
The 1966 MIRAGE will be
distributed beginning today in
the .Journalism Building (MI·
RAGE office). The book is offered without charge to activity card holders (both semes•
ter) and $2.50 to students with
either fir:;;t or second semester
cards.
Distribution begins at 8:30
each morning during this week
and the offii!e will close at 4:30
p.m.

would be glad to assist, th~y felt
thllt the primary responsibility
for establishing a community corlege at Walker Air Force Base
in Roswell should rest with Eastern New Mexico University,
which already has a branch there.
Branch Request Cqnsidered
A request from the Gallup-MeKinley County School System
dealing with establishment of a
branch college in Gallup, was
h
b h
t:a;~ar: [n \~~a~:~tT!;Ya
bility study.
Th
___,....._.ing .:n~ege :f$.1.j11YJg

a;:::f.
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Tuesday's Senate Session Dennison Reports
Considers Final Legislation On WCA Meeti.ng
Student Senate will have their
final session of the year tomorrow night and they will be faced
with the p1·essure of final legislation which must be passed this
year.
One bill planned by Senators
Thorson and Adrian would provide sec1·etaries for the numerous agencies of Student Government.
'l'he bill would create positions
for the executive student goveernrnent secretary, who would
wodt under the president. She
1 would work 30 hours a· week, the
·positions of Court secretary, Senate Secretar,y NSA secretal'Y
and on and off campus tutoring
prog1•am secretary would be also
created.
These secretaries would work
n total of l!l hours tt week.
Program Worked Out
These people would be paid by
an unique }>rogram that would
he worlted out with the student
nids office. Under the work study the secretaries would be paid
by Student Government. Student
Aids wouM pay 90 }ler cent of
the sahwy and Student Government would pay 10 per cent. The
system would provide over 100
man hours of work for the cost
of much less.
Another bill will be inh·oduced
is a proposal to finance the N ationa! High School Speech and
Debate Tournament which will

Chose to Resign
As Deon of Men
William Chase, Associate Dean
of Men, is planning to resig-n
from his position July 1.
"I am resigning so that I can
go into graduate work," Dean
Chase said. He intends to .work
on his doctorate degree.
"I will probably do my graduate work at the University of
Colorado but as of new I honestly don't know for sure what my
plans will be," said Chase.
Has Been Here 7 Years
Dean Chase has held his position at UNM for seven years. His
job entllilS supervising all men's
organizations on the UNM cam··
pus.
. . .
"I have worked with male students, foreign students and have·
also done some work with student
financial aid," Chase said.
Attended Mont~na State
Dean Chase has a B.S. degree
and M.S. degree from Montana
State College. He got his degrees
in marketing. Also, at Montana
State he was assistant head resident of the men's dorm. He also
attended Iowa State College for
a year and ttt the University of
Minnesota he did some graduate
work.
The man to retllace Dean Chase
after his t·esignation July 1 has
not yet,been named.

~ ~ d~l cdf:netx~UI1Fnos~lsd.th~ In.s~ ~a!cnltc=l~t·t·I.of'no ;dh~;c~~~~~~;~~~s t~~~l~o~ee a~a~~; In So.lt Lake Ctty

~ -,
$1000 would be set aside for the
purposes of providing scholarships for tournament winners.
Money Divided
The money would be divided
into 5 scholarships which would
be awarded to one of the top
three winners in cac·h divis1'on.

recipients will attend UNM.
One final proposal which may
be introduced would schedule a
retreat for student government
leaders as well as administraton,
and faculty members. While at
the retreat problems and needs
of students will be discussed and
eva I ua t e d.

~~~~~Ei

UNM Student Body president
Dan Dennison, who is vice president of the Western Collegiate
Association, gave the LOBO a
special report on the spring conference he attended in Salt Lake
City. Dennison said that the conference gave him valuable information, and that he was greatly
enthused by the progress the association is making.
"The basis for the association
is that schools of similar size and
composition will have similar
problems and concerns." said
Dennison.
The member schools of the association,
Wyoming,
Arizona
State, Utah, Utah State, Brigham Young, and UNM. grouped

DAN SCHWAR'fZKOFF, 1\IESA Vista cowboy, pro,•ided the highlight of the bull-riding event Saturday. His bull left the shoot,
bucked once, then proceeded to collapse· in the middle of the arena
for the remainder cf the ride. Dan, however, demanded no re-ride,
electing instead to take his eleven points, the day's second best
bull ride. (Photo by l(cnd;tll.)

togctlu:r in November to form an
alliance to exchange and propose
pz•ograms of mutual benefit.
•
Dennison said that at the Salt
Lake City conference plans were
laid to meet in Wyoming with a
group of all the booking agencies
and speakel's' services with the
hopes of booking superior eni~>r
tainment for school programs.
"If we can get block booking for
the entertainers, there will be> less
chance of cancelation and we will
!!'et better entertainment," he said.
The block booking would also
apply to speakers, and it would
provide more and interesting
speakers. The program is one of
those instituted under the philosophy of the association which
is to increase communication and
participation between schools.
Dennison also said that a plan
to have tete-lecture systems in-.
stalled throughout the association
was woz·ked out. Under the sy~;tem
the schools would be tied into a
conference line and could call personalities and officials to tal!• to
them in a conference that would
be carried and broadcast to the
schools.

Last of Strongholds Surrounded

By

Ky's Government: Forces

By United I'ress International
their pagoda with bayonet-tipped
DA NANG-Government troops rifles adn tear gas.
surrounded the last rebel st:J;ong-a-hold in Da Nang, a Buddhist ternLodge Meets With Ky
pie, and offered amnesty to the
SAIGON - U.S. Ambassador
dissidents inside, if they will sur- Henry Cabot Lodge met Sunday
render. The rebels had until this with Premier Nguyen Kao Ky in
morning to make their decision.
Saigon. The continuing t~olitical
The offer came shortly after crisis and Lodge's three-week disthe Buddhist-led rebels said that cussion with President Johnson ·
they were willing to negotiate, if were discussed.
U.S. marines would guarantee
-otheir saftey.
Strike Cripples British Ports
The rebel force was believed to
LONDON-British ports were
be down to about 125, with many clogged with nearly 600 ships and
having deserted shortly before mounting piles of vital tlxports
government troops completed .•. Sunday, as the week·long maritheir encirclement.
time stdke continued.
demonstrators
in
Pressures were }\eported mounBuddhist
Saigon clashed again Sunday with ting for an early settlement, but
government troo11s. The para- as of Sunday morning, none was
troopers dz·ove them back into in sigth. The strike has already

caused the closing of two factories in Northern Ireland.

-o-

N ATO Discussed in London _,,
LONDON-NATO, the Common
Market, and other problems were
to be the subject of talks between
West German Chancellor Ludwig
Erhardt and British Prime Minister Harold Wilson. Erhardt ar·
rived in London Sunday.
London reportedly .wants to reapply for admission into the Common Market, but it wants guarantees in advance that France will
not veto the move again. NATO
streamlining and reorganization
following France's withdrawal
will also be high on the agenda.
Wilsof!. is reported to feel that
Bonn should have a voice in nustrategy.

clear
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NEW MEXICO J..OBO

We wish to extend our most sincere "Thank You" for the
friendships we hove developed, for the privilege of getting to
know you, and for the business you have chosen to direct.our way.
It is always o pleasure to serve you-Winter or Summer-in
any way we can. To you graduates we wish a most successful
futu1e. To you undergraduates we will look forward to seeing you
next semester.

LOlli
I•UAilMA£V
PHONE AL 5·1697

300l·MONTE VISTA BlVD., N. E. .

"PersonaJized Records- Free Delivery"

Merritt Willey
loves good
conversation.

..All he needs

1s ·an opener.

KING OF BEERS • ANHEUSER·BUSO!I. INC.
ST. \,OUIS • NEWARK • lOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON

Court, Fraternity
Tolk to Lavender
Members of Alpha Phi Omega
15ervice fraternity will meet sometime in the near future with Dean
of Students Harold Lavender and
representatives of Student Cout·t
to discuss the recent dispute between the two groups, Alpha Phi
Omega president Mark Shaw told
the LOBO Sunday.
"We'll probably take a small
committee to talk to Dean Lavender and Court," Shaw said. He
also said, "We hope to be able
to get together with them early
next week."
Court's Power Questioned
The dispute began when Student Court ordered Alpha Phi
Omega to p1•ovide six members to
l'ecount ballots for the last Senate position in the Associated
Students elections held last
month. Alpha Phi Omega protested that Court did not have
the power to mandate any campus group in this manner.
Al!Jha Phi Omega invited Court
to attend their last meeting to
discuss the problem with the
group and Dean Lavender, and
Court refused the invitation.
"OChey refused to come because
they didn't want to feel they were
defending their actions before the
whole membership," Shaw said,
"so we've decided to try to talk
to Dean Lavender and Court with
a small group of our members."
A Phi 0 Will Sue
Shaw said that Alpha Phi
Omega will probably file suit
against Court sometime next
semester since time is running out
this semester. If suit is filed
against Court, the justices will
have to disqualify themselves and
the case will be heard by the administration.
"We're not mad at Court or
anything," Shaw said, "we just
want them to define their powers
for our benefit and the benefit of
the Associated Students."

Monday, May 23, 1966
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Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Greets Fifth Year
In Rocky Mountain. Area with Salute to 4,857 Students
Reading Dynamics Is World's
School Teacher Discovers
Largest Reading School
New Reading Technique

------

---~-~--~~-·-·-

MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY
-------------II
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We recommend that y·ou keep your

Check Their Value
We maintain lists and buy books every day the store is open. if the book is a
current edition, and we hove a commitment from the teaching department
that the book will be used again, we will pay

OF TH·E LIST PRICE

we normally pay 25% of the list price.

you than it is to anyone else.

associated students boohstore

masculine
. . . that's the kind of aroma she likes be·
ing close to. The aroma of Old Spice.
Crisp, tangy, persuasive. Old Spice •.•
unmistakably the after shave lotion for
the untamed male. Try it soon, .. she's

waiting.

GROUND FLOOR

NEW MEXICO UNION

I

I

Country._o---~""""c--

I name._,_ ..

~ ~---· .. _..

Denver
Cheyenne
Laramie
Ft. C~~ins

KFML
KRAE
KOWB
KGOL

9:55a.m.
9:00a.m.
10:10 a.m.
10:00 p.m.

1.25 & 2.00

... that's the way it is
with Old Spice

Albuquerque
Kansas City

KHFM 10.00 a.m.
KCMO 10:10 a.m.

You are invited to listen daily for a
demonstration of what is possible
with this method of reading. The
book reviews cover the fields of politics, history, humor and the entertainment industry.
Mrs. Moore is well prepared to make
these commentaries. A gtaduate of St.
Mary of the Woods College, she was
associated with radio and television
Cor a number of years in Chicago,
Milwaukee, Birmingham and Denver.
In Denver, she conducted two radio
programs, "Controversy," and ''Denver P.M." where she handled telephone conversations on subjects
which ranged from politics to housework. She also did reporting from
the State Capitol.
After taking the Reading Dynamics
course to imptove her ability to
study, Mrs. Moore became interested
in becoming a t!!acher, and after
training, taught classes in Denver
and Boulder be(ore assuming the responsibility for our Kansas City office.

page, and his pacer is always with ming techniques commonly used in
him, he can retain, and improve upon speed reading courses and informed
his acquired skill.
her teachers that they must increase
comprehension at the ~arne time
they are achieving high speeds. She
READ~NG
said, "Skipping words is dangerous,
Orie of the major problems to be 1
as you don't know whether or not
faced by the teRc~er of ~ast r~ading,
you have skipped a word which
when the method 1s machme onented,
could change the whole meaning of
is thnt most students Jose ~he ac·
the sentence. You read five times
quired skill shortly after leavmg the
faster, not by reading every fifth
"Read
inA
is
a
waste
ol
time,
slow
or
course. The machine provides a pacer
word, but by reading five times as
last,
if
you
don't
understand
what
of the student, forcing him. to !"ave
many words in the same amount of
you
are
resdiniJ,''
stated
Evelyn
faster, but when the machme IS no
time. "It is impassible to tell which
Wood
at
a
recent
teacher
training
longer available, th~ student .tends to
words to skip or disregard until you
revert to his preVIOUs readmg pat- conference. "II you aren't compre·
have seen them all and determined
henrlin~,
you
aren't
reading!'
t.ern!l. The Wood Method teaches the
their
rel11tive impartance and mean•
t;tudent to use his hand as II pacet,
JUiding hi$ eyes rapidly down tht Mrs. Woods also Wi!S critical of skim· in g."

OBSOLETE

FAST
INEFFECTIVE
WITHOUT GOOD
COMPREHENS'IO'N

'i

I

I

'iI

Ewelp Wood, Fo1111der of
Reading Dynomlcs

OUR AVERAGE GRADUATE
READS MORE THAN 1500
WORDS PER MINUTE!
Over 95 0/o Of Reading Dynamics Graduates
Have Increased Their Readine.: Speed At
Least Three Times-With Good Comprehension
1

)

FREE DEMONSTRATIONS

)

THURSDAY, MAY 26 ...•. 5and 8P.M.
FRIDAY, MAY 27 ••.•.•.. 5and 8P.M.
at Reading Dynamics Institute
207 Dartmouth NE

_ __:!~=============~

READING
MACHINES

If the book is a current edition, but not in use at the University of New Mexico,

With 1.8 Times
Increase

l

Mrs. l\,farynell Moore, Director of Instruction in Kansas City, Missouri,
has shown us what is possible when
you read rapidly. The mother of
three children, Mrs. Moore has fulltime dudes teaching and training
teachers. ln addition, she spends fif•een hours each week preparing her
Book-A-Day program, which is run
1s a public ser tice by many radio staliom throughout the country. During
these fi(teen hours, Mrs. Moore reads
five teo ten new books, and writes revieWs on five of them. The reviews
are taped nt a nearby studio. If Mrs.
Moore did not read rapidly, it would
be physically impossible to accom·
pli~h 1111 of this in the limited time
she has available.
Her program is presented daily as a
public sr!Vke by the foll'!wing stations in the Rocky~ Mo~u-~tam..area.:__ ~

If You Have Book~ You Do Not Want to Keep

she began to find the answers. Her
quest led her to experiment. with
students nt the Jordan High School
in Jordan, Utah, where she was the
English teacher and girls' counselor.
Eventually a technique was developed whereby the average .student
was able to learn to read 3 to 10
times faster. She taught her method
at the University of Utah for three
years, refining it even further. Further studies were conducted at the
University of Delaware, and the first
Reading Dynamics Institute was
opened in Washington, D,C, in Sep·
tember, 1959. Since that time Institutes have been opened all over the
country, and many authorities have
accepted Mrs, Wood's basic conclusion. Says Mrs. Wood, "I would
rather teach young people to read
like lightning than anything I can
think of."

STUDENTS
AVERAGE
2,610 WORDS
PER MINUTE

INSTRUCTOR CREATES FIRST
BOOK-A-DAY PROGRAM

FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

If the book is an old edition, start yourself a library. The ·book is worth more to

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamic; is now the largest school of its kind in
the world, it W8S announced by Carl Peterson, Regional Director.
"1 didn't invent last reading, I just
"In the Rocky Mountain area," ~aid Poterson, "We have had over 2,300 discovered it." These words of Evelyn
students during 1965." Si11ce the·founding of Reading Dynamics, over 160,- W QOd sum up the history of the de000 people have been trained in the Wood method, The Denver Institute velopment ol the Wood method. It
alone has taught almost 2,000 students since 1961.
was Mrs, Wood's discovery, 20 years
ago, of the 6,000 word-per-minute
The region has grown from one Den·\
reading speed of her professor at the
ver location employing three people, r
University of Utah that triggered to·
to five permanent institutes located
day's overwhelming i11terest ilfl fast
in Colorado Springs, Ft. Collins, Alreading.
buquerque, Kansas City and Denver,
Mrs. Wood's curiosity caused her to
which employ 20 teachers and sup·
look for other exceptional readers and
porting personnel.
over the next few years, she found 50
The Institutes will send teachers to
people who could read faster than
hold classes in any city or for any
1500 words per minute, with fine
school that expresses a strong interest
comprehension, outstanding recall and
in having the program, and also will
great satisfaction in reading.
supply teachers for in·plant courses.
She was now sure it was possible to
At the corporate executive level,
read faster than anyone had thought,
where a. second saved is measured in
but the question of how these people
terms of money earned, entire staffs
did it was not yet answered. It took
have been enrolled to take the eight18 years of toil and research, working
week Evelyn Wood course.
with "natural" fast readers, before
Many dramatic changes have been
effected in all phases of the school
~ctlvity. A new guarantee has been The need to increase reading speed
instituted, promising to triple the is vitally apparent in this fast-changstudent's reading speed or refund his ing world, since there is now availtuition.
able infinitely more printed informsIn the last year, after several years tion than in any previous generation.
of research and experimentation by Legislators, professional men, busiEvelyn Wood, a whole new training ness executives, teachers, students
program was instituted, giving im- and housewives are deluged in a sea
uroved results, with heavy emphasis of professional, trade and technical
on technical reading and study tech- journals in addition to daily newsniques. As a result of these new papers, magazines and other general
methods, the average graduate is publications to be read for pleasure
now rending faster than 1,500 words and information.
per minute; less than 2% of the stu- They must forego much of what they
dents have requested a refund under should read, for it is impossible for
Students who began the Reading
terms of the guarantee.
) them to read it all-much less cur- Dynamics course taught by Mrs.
Peterson said the summer series of rent best sellers, The alternatives are
Adele B. Rosenstein in Denver,
classes would begin throughout the clear - either to read less than is
Colo., in' 1965, graduated reading
area within the next two weeks. Once necessary, or learn to read faster.
biography and more difficult
the student has graduated h? be-" In just sev~n years Mrs. Wood has 1 books with average speed of 2,610
comes a lifetime member and IS en- . been estabhshed as the leader of the ., words-per-minute. In fact some
titled to continuation and refreshed nation's fastest readers, ns a result of students showed a 13 to 14 times
courses in Denver and/ or at any 112 years 'of 1 esearch and study to de-, increase in speed. Tests showed
Reading Dynamics Institute through- I velop the method which bears her I equal or better comprehension.

out the

TEXTBOOKS

50%
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• You will see a documented film that includes actual interviews with Washington Congressmen who have taken
the course.
• You will learn how we can help you to faster reading
improved comprehension, greater recall.
Senatp LeadPI'S Praise Tf•rluriqrtPs

certainly compares favorably

SENATOR TALMADGE
Georqio
"It Is my opinion that II the..
techniques were instituted In
the public and pri\lole schools
of our country. it would be
the greatest single step which

at Yale and llarvard."

progress.n

SENATOR PROXMIRE
Wisconsin
"I must say that this Is one of
the most useful education ex•
perlences I have ever hnd. It
with the experience I'Ve had

we could take In educational

Conventional rapid readinq courses aspire to 450·600 words per minute,
Most Readinq Dynamics graduates can read between 1,500 and 3,000
words per minute, and many go even higher.
We guarantee to increase the reading efficiency of each student
AT LEAST 3 times with good comprehension. We will refund the
entir& tuition to any student who, after completing minimum
class and study requirement., does not at least triple his reading
efficiency as measured by our beginning and ending tosh.

Register Now For Summer Classes Starting Soon
Monday, June 20 ..................... 7-10 P.M.
Tuesday, June 21 . . . . ....... 4-6 P.M., 7-10 P.M.
207

Dartmouth N.E.

e

Albuquerque

e

265-6761

EVELYN WOOD REA·DING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE

Mail
coupon
today

TO: l:velyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Institute
Dept. L
207 Dartmouth N.E., Albuquerque, N.M •
( I Please send descriptive folder •nd cleu
schedules. I understand that I am under no ebllgation and that no salesman will call:

NAME

!

......... , .............. ., ........... .

STREET

CITY •••••••• • ••• , • • ••••••• STATE • , •••••••

SHU LION

I

·I

~I

;~

~.·

£1
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ONLY A MEMORY
THIS ISSUE marks the end of another year of publication for the New Mexico LOBO.
With the last paper, we get to feeling a little melancholy.
We realize that everything we've done is only memory.
The papers we put out are gone. Except for a fw copies of
each issue, saved in our morgue, there is nothing that testifies to our work.
We haven't built any great buildings, painted any great
pictures, or written any great works of literature. The papers that we published have been thrown away, burnt,
used to line garbage pails, or scatted as litter on the campus.
OUR NEWSPAPER is only a thing of the present. It is
read or glanced at an~ then tossed away. If it is saved, it
is only a relie of the past.
Over the year we have developed the idea that the paper
is real. It is a person or a thing, that lives and we identify
ourselves with it. But the last issue proves that it is only
an abstraction, a name.
After we think about it awhile, we realize that we have
done something, though. We have influenced the present.
We have helped to dictate that which becomes the past. And
that's enough for anyone.
·
AND WE REALIZE that the newspaper is alive too. It
is alive because it is us and we are alive. It is an editor, a
managing editor, reporters, copy readers, and headline writers.
Whether we have earned your respect or only your ridicule, we are glad to have served you. So we'll silence our
-typewriters and abandon our newsroom and say, "See you
next year."
-Jim Jansson

Stotion Exponds,
Needs New Stoff
The· student radio station, now
KNMD, is expanding and looking
for students to work with it as it
changes to the Albuquerque radio
station KUNM.
The manager, Harry Joseph, is
looking for people to work at the
station next fall and for people to
):l..elp over the summer as they
construct the new station and
plan for fall programming.
Although they have about 50
people working for them now they
want and need more students to
announce, produce programs,
write news, etc. They need specialists in music and the social
sciences.
Applications should be made
now to the radio station at the
entrance to the Union from the
Fine Arts Building. The station
is open between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

June 3Registration
Planned for Summer
June 3 is the deadline for mail
registrations for a number of
pre-summer session workshops
being conducted by UNM next
month. After that date, registration must be accomplished in person at the records office in the Administration Building.
The programs, in a wide variety of fields, offer from one to
three credit hours on undergraduate and graduate levels for
qualified students.
Cours2s are of from one to
three weeks duration with most
of the classes scheduled during
the morning hours.
John Bobroff, assistant director
of the Division of Extension, Summer Session and Community College, said some of the 17 programs have reached their student
limit, but that openings for participation still exist in others.

U of Wisconsin Students
Pass Resolution on Draft
MADISON, Wis. (CPS)- The
Student Senate at the University
of Wisconsin has passed a resolution very similar to the demands of a campus committee on
the University and the Draft as
a sit-in in the school's administra.
tion building goes into its third
day.
The resolution was passed by
a 20 to 11 vote Tuesday night,
May 17, and asks that the uni.
versity have nothing to do with
the Selective Service System.
Statement Issued .
Specifically, the resolution demands that the faculty issue a
statement saying:
-the present Selective Service
arrangement is inequitable;
-the use of grades and class
standings to determine who will
be drafted places an unfair pressure on the students and faculty;
-the university is an academic
community and should not•cooperate in any way with' the Selective
Service S;tstem. !
The resolution· 'said that students should handle their own relations with the!~ ; !oca_l. draft
boards and the uriiyersity should
not act as an agent. The resolution did suggest that it would be
proper for the university to fur-

On several occasions the stunish the draft boards with any
infot•mation a student specifically dents around the building have
been pelted with eggs thrown
requested be sent.
Speaking in facor of the resolu- from passing cars, and the camtion, in addition .to members of pus police .have been instructed to
the senate, were five members of provide the demonstrators with
the ad ho.c committee on the Uni- adequate protection.
Some 2,000 students gathered
verstty and the Draft. It is this
group that has been sitting-in in i nthe library mall and the area
the university's administration surrounding the administration
building Tuesday night following
building since Monday night.
No attempt has bee nmade to the student senate meeting. The
remove the 400 students who are rally lasted for several hours despite a heavy rain.
sitting in.
The sit-in began Monday after
No State Action
Wisconsin Gov. WarrenKnowles University President Fred Harissued a statemen Tuesday calling vey Harrington said that he could
the incident a "campus matter" n<>t accept the demands of the
and said that no state action committee that had been prewould be taken. The governor's sented to him in a letter on Fristatement was in reply to a re- day, May 13.
Harrington said that the matter
quest from a former state senator, Frederick Marcus, that state was one for faculty consideration
troopers we sent in to "clear out and suggested that the students
speak with faculty members bethe building."
Madison city police are not on · fore the May 25 faculty meeting.
the scene, and the only police It now appears that the faculty
around are University of Wiscon- meeting will be moved up to May
sin campus police. Chancellor 23 in order that the students' case
Robben Fleming said the build· can be presented sooner.
At the joint meeting of the coming would be cleared by campus
police if the demonstrators did mittee and the administration
try to close down the building to Monday were 14 representatives
university employees, but other- of the committee: Harrington;
wise they would be left alone.
Fleming; Joseph Kauffman, ·dean
of student affairs, and Robert
Taylor, assistant to Harrington.
University's Role Questioned
The role of the University of
Wisconsin in national conscription was the main question raised
by the ad hoc committee, which
was formed May 13.
ist, is opposed to releasing the
In its demands, the committee
students' hold on the building said that military conscription
until Barros Sierra agrees to the should in no way be a part of the
students' demands.
academic commuunity and that
The demands include a ban on the University of Wisconsin
expulsions without hearings, re- should not establish a system
examinations for failing students, which discriminates against the
and more student participation in economically and culturally decurriculum and policy positions.
prived.
The official position of the adBarros Sierra, meanwhile, told
students that he would reject any minis tration as stated by Harattempts to pressure him - in- rington is to protect the choice
cluding student demand that he of the individual student who can
take a test before he is accepted either accept or reject the services
as rector.
of the University of Wisconsin in
Barros Sierra said that in the his student deferment. Harringpast corruption has been . preva- ton's printed statement added that
lent among some student leaders the administration recognizes
seeking influence among officials. "room for differences of opinion
"At the moment I cannot ab- over these and other University
solve or condemn them," he said, of Wisconsin policies and wel"but .neither do I have to inherit comes discussion of them."
the results of the passions.''
Meeting Demanded
In its Jetter to the president,
presented May 13, the committee
demanded that a special meeting
of the faculty be called to discuss
the relation of the University to
the draft. They also asked that
Letters are weleome, and obould
the administration no longer cobe no longer than 250 word•,
operate with the Selective Service
typewritten. double &paced. Name-.
System by allowing the tests to
telephone number and addr...
.muot be included, Rlthough nam•
be
held in the Field House and
wiD be withheld upon requ011t.
by sending student status and
ranke to draft boards.
Harrington responded by sayA MODEST PLEA
ing
that the present system will
Dear Editor:
continue
until the faculty meets
It seems that twice yearly
someone complains about the on May 25 and should decide
members of fraternities and sor- otherwise .•
Kauffman said that nothing has
orities controlling activities conbeen
sent and nothing will be sent
cerning Fiesta and Homecoming.
The voice-crying-out always yells to the draft boards prior to gradabout the mistreatment received uation.
Kauffman added that the comby non-fraternity and sorority
mittee
may be for the democratimembers. Recently this voice was
zation
of
the draft, but that its
heard again (Re: "Letters to the
Editor," LOBO, May 19, 1966) in demands exclude the right of cer•
the form of a Mr. Scratch Ben• tain students to retain their 2-S
status, which the University of
nett.
Wisconsin
helps to provide.
Inasmuch as his plea was for
rectification of an alleged wrong,
Faculty Vote Decisive
he and his fellow Independents
Harrington stressed that at the
are urged to fill out applications University a vote of the faculty
to become members of the newly· decided administration policy-a
established Rally Committee, policy that does not specifically
which will be the executive body demand the opinion of the Univergoverning Fiesta and Homecom- sity of Regents. rt is at the facing. Mr. Bennett and friends are ulty meeting, Harrington said,
further urged to participate di- that the committee should press
rectly in Homecoming and Fiesta its opinions and demands.
by filling out applications for the
Some o'f the 14 spokesmen for
respective committees at the ap- the committee said that Harringpropriate times next year or even ton and the administration were
now. If they will have their voice passing the problem off to the fac·
heard then before the· tentative ulty and were not . allowing stu.
plans are finally set, they can be dents to enter the discussion.
assured that thct will be elfcctive·
Students have many contacts
ly heard.
with faculty members, said Har·
Your very truly,
rington, and they should exercise
Jerr;t Roehl
their rights of free and open disRally CommittM Chairman
cussion by approaching' profes1966 Homecoming Chairman
sors on this matter.

New Rector of Mexico U.
Ready for ~Just Demands'
MEXICO CITY (CPS) - The
University of Mexico has a new
rector who has asked for the confidence of striking students.
The newly appointed rector,
Javier Barros Sierra, said he is
willing to meet "just demands
that are formally presented to me
in the rectory."
More than 7,000 striking students have kept Latin !!America's
largest university closed for more
than three weeks. The strike itself was begun more than ten
weeks ago by Jaw students.
The "huelga," or strike, came
to a head when a student delegation with a list of demands approached Rector Ignacio Chaves,
and two were severely beaten by
members of Chaves' staff. A mob
then stormed the administration
building and forced Chaves and
some of his aides to resign under
the threat of violence.
In a two-and-a-half hour conversation at his home after his
appointment, Barros Sierra met
with strike leaders and told them
they would have to submit formal
petitions in .ltis office after the
rectory is turned over to him by
the students.
For the moment, the new rector
and the striking students have
arrived at an agreement that will
end the strike.
But late reports from Mexico
City indicate that student leader
Jose Castro Osuna and a faculty
member Francisco Rivera, have
falJen out over how to end the
strike.
Rivera, a right-wing facult;t
leader, is among a group seeking
the return of the rectory to university control. Osuna, a Trotsky-
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LISTEN TO KNMD

THUNDERBIRD's Films
Have Odd Camera Use
By BRIAN LEO
The preview of the last films
of the THUNDERBIRD film
series was quite well attended.
The main issue seemed to be the
varieties of contact between the
:filmmakers, as observers or people controlling actions, and the
objects which they see and photograph.
This fact or relation often was
termed a filmic approach, and discussion revolved ·around the ways
which the ten individual producers succeeded in establishing
this difficult presence. In some of
the ten films, the appearance of
actions and events occurring before the ·camera was 'too much
simply that, such that in one film,
"Hotdogger," the action slid some·
what into a corny activity because
it was ao dissociated from the
camera.
This leads to the consideration
of the camera as another person;
and this possibility was very well
brought out in two :films, "Waiting for May" and "Contrition."
In "Contrition" this fact was quite
exciting, as the camera seemed to
represent a person watching and
distening, but alwaya an unseen
and unknown person, standing
very close to desperate and secret
events.
Another direction in this relation ·between camera and action,
which I have to note in relation
to two superb films, is the neutralizing of the camera; focusing only
into the event as point of interest.
In the film "Tilt," the absolutely
bald, frontal double entendre,
handled with great humor, was of
a power and isolation that the
camera had simply to record with
a certain attention to detail. Interestingly the film "Goldwater
A Go Go was done in something
of the same manner.
Approaches Separated
Geographically

It was possible to recognize the
differences in approach to filmmaking from the three areas
where these products originate.
There seems to be a keener wit
pervading the California films,
from UCLA and USC, than either

of the films from New York U. or
the London School of Flm Technique. The London film was in
evident relation to the plays of
Ha1•o!d Pinter.

~I:NTRAL

.·

IN THE COOL SANDIAS

.......

_

e Italian Snack Bar
e Private Picnic Area
e Farm Zoo
e Horseback .riding
e
....iliiiii Rides
Also Visit
Mario's
4513 Central NE
5 P.M.-3 A.M.

e
•

e

•

Overnight Camping
Hay Rides
llig Sky;Day Camp,
Summer $ession

MARIO'S
PIZZA
4 mi. north of 66 on Hwy. 10

.

~
Tues., Wed., Thurs.,
10" Tomato &
Cheese Pizza
SPECIAL99c

,

),
.
·t;r..
\

R6kJ;.

Who threw the artichokes
in Mrs. Murphree's chowder?
Mrs. Pat Murphree is co-manager of The
• College Inn. She takes areal interest in things
like chowder, cobwebs, fingerprints, ashes,
flotsam and jetsam.
That's her job, I guess. But, really, it's more
than that. She's gone on the subject, if
you know what I mean ..

When you can't
afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits
with NoDozTM

QUA LIT\' FOOO& LODGING FOR MEN AND WOMEN

The

Inn

JOj ASH STREET. NE • PHONE: 243·2881

Make reser\'ations now for summer and fall

.>r;

2.'6·3793

NOW OPEN

She and Mr. Murphree run a real cool place.

SAFE AS COFFEE

HAIR CIJT'f:I~O, STYLING &
HA:R COLOR!I'IG- BLEACHING

FAMILY FUN FARM

She knows what all those things are, too.
Believe me.

NODOZ Keep Alert Tablets fight off
the hazy. lazy feelings of mental
alugglshness. NoDoz helps restore
your natural mental vitality... halps
quicken physical reactions. You ba·
come more naturally alan to people
and conditions around you. Vet
NoDozls as safe as coffee. Anytime
••• when you can•t afford to ba dull,
sharpen your wits with NoDoz.

BEAUX ART'S
BEAUTY SALON

These films are to be shown
Tuesday evening in the Union
theater, at 50 cents fot• students,
75 cents for non-students and
$1.50 for faculty.

Like the day we had this chowder for lunch. "It
needs something," Mrs. Murphree said. "Maybe
a pinch of puree mongole, or a touch of strawberry schaum torte. Or perhaps some pfeffernuesse, or a teensy-weensy bit of petits fours."

Letters

----~

--

l mean, they don't bug you about little things-

like paying the rent, throwing furniture in the
swimming pool, passing freshman English, or
wearing a green tie with a blue suit.

I guess The College Inn is the greatest
place to stay in Albuquerque. It's
got nice rooms, private and semiprivate
baths, carpets, air-conditioning.
Swimming pool and game rooms. TV and
study lounges. Maid service. Private
underground parking. And plenty of good food.
Which brings us back to the first
question: Who threw the artichokes in
Mrs. Murphree's chowder?
She did. Boy, it sure was differenttasting chowder.

KEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL

A & L
J. J<:>nes, Mgr.

2c

DISCOUNT TO

STUDENTS ON REG. & ETHYL
ALSO: Flats $1.00
Lube $1.00
501 YALE S.E.
247-0858

Lobos Track Team Is Numder ·1

Would you believe the Lobos
won the Westem Athletic Conference tJ:ack championship? How
about second place in the WAC
golf ti tie bout? Well, then, would
you believe fourth in the WAC
Tennis tou)•nament?
Thesa are the accomplishments
of the Lobos this weekend at
Provo, Utah.

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
298-1828

89 Winrock Center
Fiction and Nonfiction
Children's Books
Paperbacks
Bargains

FREE STUDENT STORAGE
DON'T CART ALL YOUR
WINTER CLOTHES HOME!!
let Sanitary laundry and
Dry Cleaning store them
FREE.

Save that trunk space for

school mementos.
Just call us-243-5671 for
quick 2-way radio pick-up.

Pay only the regular dry
cleaning charge when you
pick them up In the Fall.

NO MINIMUM BUNDLE
FOR STUDENTS

Phone
243-5671

Don't just sit there,
Wallace Middendorp.
Make a noise. Or drink
Sprite, the
noisy soft
drink.
What did you do
when Joe (Boxcar)
Brkczpmluj was
kicked off the
football team just
because he flunked
six out of tour ot
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SOUTHWEST
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND

.•, •...o
Q

RATTAN SQUARE HANGING PLANTER
6" X 6" X 13"
· .

$1.39

$2.69

Rattan Doilies

~~~~~~~~~~~~

Bamboo
Wind Chimes

39c up

is happy to make your summer better. If you are leaving town remember we pack and ship any place. Our
unique gifts are always welcome anywhere..

WATCH REPAIR

0re~";Jo:ly 4.47

Old Town Plaza

~.
i\1' .\ /
t .

f

;\

·sAN PEDRO
& CENTRAL

Bamboo Cricket
Cage

89c
Brass
Pagoda
Chimes

Carved Fork & Spoon
36"-$14.95 27"-$7.95 19 11-$5.95

I'

$1.59 up

I

I

Single Hibachi.

Special-$5.98
·'.. ~

Adfustable height and draft control
Other sizes and styles available

'

....._.,,

Place Mats
Boxed (4 mats, 4 coasters) $4.98

Rattan Paper Plate Holders
9" dia. Speciaf-3 for $1.00
Other sizes available

Many colors and styles. Priced from
79c each. Coasters I 9c up.

SHE
LIKES
YOU
IN A

Coconut Party Bowl

29c

TUX!

1f@~
and

TROUSERS

6.50
ENTIRE
OUTFIT
$10
Sus·
Cuff.

FIRST AND GOLD ... DIAL 247-4347

-

i' I1..

Z47·440Z

Rattan Chains
4'-39c
8'-79c

COAT

Q

,.

Rattan Round
I I "xI I" Waste Basket

Listen
to KNMD

did majors?
you do, Wallace
his
What
Middendorp?
And when the
school newspaper's
WALLACE MIDDENDORP SAT HERE
editors resigned in
--protest because The Chancellor wouldn • t allovr the
publication of certain salacious portions of
11
111- - - - - - - - . "Night In a Gir 1 • s Dormi tory
you just sat, didn't you?
You've made a mockery of your
life, Wallace Middendorp!
You're a vegetable.
Protest, Wallace Middendorp.
Take a stand. Make a noise!
Or drink Sprite, the noisy soft
drink.
Open a bottle of Sprite at
the next campus speak•out. Let
it fizz and bubble to the
masses.
Let its lusty carbonation
echo through the halls Of ivy.
Let its tart, tingling
exuberance infect the crowd
with excitement.
Do these things, Wallace
Middendorp. Do these things,
and what big corporation is
SPRITE. SO TART
going to hire you?
. AND TINGLINQ.,,
~UST COULDN'T

Pace 7

____:_~::.:...::------------------~----=:...::::.::...:

ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE

New Mexico was beaten by
LIGHTER REPAIR
BYU Whts 440 Relay
Arizona for third place while
200 THIRD NW
247-8219
UNM's track Jlquad piled up Wyoming took fifth place over
83 points to take first place over Arizona State.
host BYU which came in second
with 75 points. The Cougars took
an early lead of 10 points by winCLINICAL PHAKMACY
ning the 440-yard relay and the
PH. 255-1647
5002 GIBSON BLVD. $.E.
100-yard dash,
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
BYU posted a time of :40.7 to
beat the faVOl'ed Lobos who clocked :41.0. The BYU effort bettered
SPECIA:l CONSIDERATION GIVEN TO U.N.M. STUDENTS.
the conference record of :40.8
held by UNM.
Arizona lost to Arizona State fOl'
PRESCRIPTIONS SICK ROOM SUPPLIES RENTAL AND SALE OF
third place while Utah edged
CRUTCHES, WHEEL CHAIRS, WALKERS AND COOL STEAM VAPORIZERS.
Wyoming .for fifth place, 13-10.
Baker Sets New Record
Lobo distance man John Baker
set a new conference record in the
mile run by outshooting the de·
fending WAC champion Bob
Richards and posting a time of
4:09.5.
New Mexico took seven first
places and six second places in
amassing enough points to take
their third straight conference
championship.
Robinson Takes Two Wins
New Mexico took firsts in both
the long and triple. jump. Clarence Robinson went 25-1 1h in the
long jump for first place and then
became the meet's' only double
winner by taking first in the triple jump by going 51-6.
Other winners for UNM were
Clark Mitchell in th!! 880-yard run
(1 :50.6), Art Carter in the 220
(21.1), George Scott in the two
mile run (9:11.7), and the Lobo
mile-relay team (3 :10.5).
Golf Team Is 2nd
While the track team was hustling to win the track title, the golf
team was making its bid for the
WAC golf title.
BYU posted a team score of
845 while UNM was 24 strokes
off that to take second with 869.
BYU had three of its members
capture second, third, and fourth
places for medalists honors.
Coker Losses Lead
A three-round 207 won Utah's
Bruce Summerhays the medalists "
title while Lobo Ralph Coker
could do no better than nftb. Coker led after the first two rounds,
with rounds of 66 and 69 but
could get only 78 in the last 18
holes on Saturday to finish with a
213.
Arizona State's team score was
871 to give the Sun Devils third
place while fourth place went to
Utah. Wyoming edged out Arizona for fifth place by posting
a team score of 915 to Arizona's
!J21.
BYU Wins Tennis
The WAC tennis title went to
BYU who stopped Utah's bid for
a third straight cha111pionship
after the UTES had won three
singles titles during the tournament.
,Jim Osborne remained the
\V AC's number one singles player while his team mate Mike Martinez picked up the No. 4 singles
title. Utah's third title in singles
was picked up by Utah Harold
Sears who took the No. 5 singles
title.

Jewelry
Department

-

Hors D'ouerve
Hibachi

SI-'1.:1"'/IJClCJ..

$2.29

ttC:ItlJIIIJI:t~l~\11"

Hours

Soft as a puppy,
yet rugged as an old hound dog.
Salty Dog, the original all-cotton
Scrubdenim by Canton", ..
today's most exciting fabric
with the "lived·in" look.
Ask for Salty Dog jeans, bell bottoms,
CPO and ponderosa shirts, shorts,
and other casual wear by leading fashion
makers at your favorite store.
SANFORIZED'''

Rattan Hanging Chair .

Speci~l

Price $39.98

9~9

EveryJay

Giant Willow Ched
3011 xl8"xl9"-$17.98
Other• available from $11.91-$24.98

Come in and see our -wide selection of
Patio and Den Furniture.

KEEP IT QUIET.
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NEW MEXICO f,OBO

Listen
to KNMD
CASA BUON
APPETITO
ITALIAN DINNERS EXCLUSIVELY

DIAL 344-3182
Reservations Advisable
Di11ner 5;00 to 9:30 p.m.
Sunday Dinner Noon to 9 p.m.
Closed Monday

219 CLAREMONT NW

Special Announcement
10% discount on
presentatio11 of I.D,
Includes oil braod
name merchandise.

Lasting Gifts
Stereo Tapes
ClassicalPopular-

Jazz-

from $4.95

STEREOKitsPhonos

Tape Recorders

SOUND by

Near the University
3011 MONTE VISTA NE
(at the Triang (e)
255-1695

Luncheon Planned
By Mortar Board
Mortar Board, senior women's
honorary, has announced the annual Mortar Board coffee and
luncheon being planned for
seniors.
Friday, June 10, the honorary
will serve its traditional coffee

WANT ADS
CLASSlFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 Jine ad., 65c-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on dny before
publication to Room 159, Student Publicatio!ls Building. Phone ~77-4002 or 277-4102.
FOR SALE
SUMMER WESTERN REVIEW. Focus
on Youth. Pre-M~ritnl Se~. Cnm})us
Rebels. Trends in Student Writing-. New
Directions in Art. Twenty~fivc Young
Artists. Bracero Labor. N.M. Place
Names, Psycho-analysis and the Biographer. Sex in Fiction Today, Denn
Rusk on Viet Nnm. Willard Wirtz. Dorothy Cline. T. Phillip Wolf. Joseph
Montoya. Thomas Morris. .One Dollar.
Associated Students Book Store.
BACK scat for VW bus. Good condition
$75,00. Plain hollow core door, $4.00:
•
Call 243-4721.
1959 VESPA Motorscooter. Needs minor
repairs, '66 plates. Extras. Cheap. Call
James Lyons, 268-7268.
3 PIECE Sectional corner bookcase, cap·
ncity 50 to 60 books. $15. Call Vina
Bridger, 2108 Eton SE, nt 243-4630.
1962 MONZA Coupe for sale. 4 speed
radio, heater, all new tires. $750. Cali
277-4406 or 248-0400.
MOTORCYCLE, 1964 BSA 175cc, 4,000
miles, better than new .. Perfect !or SJ>ring
& Summer trips and school. $300. Call
277-5321 or 268-7736.
SMITH-CORONA "Sterling" portable-typewriter wjth case.. Exrce1Jent con-dition ..
$50a See at Room 159, Student PubJicn..
tions Building, 277-4002. 5/2, 4, 5, 6.
FOR RENT
ATTRACTIVE furnished efficiency apartment, spacious, newly decorated. Privata
bath, vrivato entrance. Carpeted. Suitable for faculty or staff member, 5 blocks
from campus. $80 per month. Call 2437297, 5/16-23.
SUMMER sublet. Furnished house, 1 bedroom, 3 blocks from University. $60 per
month. Prefer female. Call 242-6776. 5/16,
18, 19.
.

honoring graduating women in
the Desert Room of the Union.
Service begins at 8:30 a.m.
The same day at 12;30 p.m., the
luncheon given by graduating
Mortar .Boa1·d members in honor
of. their parents will be served at
the La Hacienda.
Nearly 400 graduating women
are expected at the Friday breakfast and resel'Vations should be
made with Elizabeth Elder, administrative assistant to the
deans of men and women.
New officers of Mortar Board
are Diana Moeller, president;
. Mary Louise Kinne, vice president; Elizabeth Davies, secretary;
Mary Jo Veatch, treasurer; Nikki

Brown, editor, and Janie Stowers,
historian. Mrs, Marge Solenberger, directol' of the UNM News
Bureau, is new faculty advisor.

Lobo Advertisers
Patronize

by

-

NEED GLASSES? Prescriptions filled, :repair service. Prescription Sunglasses.
Casey Optical, 4312 Lomas NE. Phone
255-6329. 5/13-23.
FLYING students check our new lower
rates. Ask about the $5.00 introductory
offer. Many additional features at no
extra cost. Call Southwestern Skyway"•
HELP WANTED
TEACHERS wanted, Southwest, entire
We;t & Alaska. Beginning .salary varies
from $5000 in New Mexico to $7000 in
Alaska. Southwest Teachers Agency.
1303 Central NE
(May)
TRANSPORTATION
.
CALIFORNIA bound 1 Need female passenger to share driving. l'rlu.st be quaJi ..
fled driver.. _Leaving June H to Santa
lJarhara and north to San Francisco.
Call Miss J. Daca-ollice 277·4224 .. Home
255-0584.

I '

Ia PLANTE GALLERY
3009 Central N. E.

,

Who is your ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and its high-speed
computer for a Iive, flesh-and-blood answer to this question.

CONSTRUIJ'!10N IS UNDER·
WAY on the University of New
Mexico's new basketball arena
in Albuquerque. The arena,
scheduled for the opening of
the 1966-67 seasQn, will ~at .· ·
15,000 fans b¢fow groutj4 .level. : · ,
A. total pf 55,000 y'~rds qf ~rth
will be removed :durilllti eon- ' '
struction with. the fortytthird: : ·
row at grou,nd levet The roof , ,
of the latest addition ,
the , r .
University of New Mexico cam· ' '
pus covers 2.3 acl'es.

to

CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.

UBonking Facility
Will Open July 1
'·

Other travelers checks
are every bit as good as
First National City Banks
. ..until you lose them!
I

-,.~~

Going to swing this vacation? Don't take losable. ~~~h. Tak~ First National City t;~~~l
<:~~
You ,can cash them anywhere. But their big advantage is a faster refund system. ~ee c b=~~:

rs h

checks, you don't have to worry. There are .more
than 20,000 places around the world authorized
to give you a Fast refund-rigl1t on the spot!
First National City travelers checks come from
the leader in world-wide banking, and have
been in use over 60 years. They are known and
accepted in more than a million shops, hotels,
restaurants, air terminals, etc., the world over,
Next time you travel, insist on First National
City travelers checks.
They cost just one cent per dollar
..

First National City Bank Travelers Ch~cks
ANHEUSER· BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWAI!K • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOUSTON

Sold by banks ~we.wwtle.re
UtMlltft Ft.otnAt. DtrO~If III~U!U./10£ tOrll•onATIOif

I:

Sessio.o~

,sta~s Monday

,"

,St'~~ent !Number

~0~~u~::i &pe~ted to Goin,

Your ideal date - such a person exists, of course.
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control r.omputer
processes 10,000 names an hour. How long would it take
you to meet and form an opinion of that many people?
You will be matched with five ideally suited persons
of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or in any
area of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Central
Control for your questionnaire. Each of the five will be
as perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook and
background as computer science makes possible.
Central Control is nationwide, but its programs are
completely localized. Hundreds of thousands of vigorous
and alert subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet their
ideal dates, have found computer dating to be excltlna and
highly acceptable.
'
J\11 five of your ideal dates will lie dell&lttfuf, ID
hurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire.

Other leading travelers checks, like First
National City travelers checks, can be cashed
all over the world.
But if you think all travelers checks are alike,
you may be in for a rude shock if you should
lose your checks.
With other leading travelers checks, elaborate
and time-consuming inquiries often have to be
made. It may be days-even weeks-before you
get your money back. Who wants to wait?
But, if you lose First National City travelers

I

f ••

:[o Begin .}ftq£lday:

First artist of the U.S. Winged Wild.

Timothy Glaacy Fianey
finally found a beer
he-and his growing
circle of friends could really rally 'round.

'

Summer

OLD TOWN

After 11 years of looking,
'

i/'

SEE INDIANS MAKE
TURQUOISE JEWELRY

\

Found:

'

COVERED WAGO

FURNISHED Houses & Apartmenls. 212
Cornell SE, 4 bedroom, $100; 221 Princeton SE, 2 bedroom, $100 ; 209 Stanford
SE, 3 bedroom, $85; 220 %C Columbia
SE, 1 bedroom, $55~ Pay own utilities.
Open durins:: day - investigate at your
convenience. (May).

writer Scr\•icc. 2217 CoaJ SE1 phone
243-058H.
PERSONALS
GREETING cards for every oceasion. Contemporary, Graduation. Father's Dny ..
Also Quality Wedding Invit.~tions. Gresham's House of Hallmark, 3501 Lomas
NE.

EXICOLOBO

ALEXANDER WILSON

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales &. Tcpair~ Slleeial
rates to UNM students on aU machines
Free pickup & delivery. E & E Typ.,.:

-.-.-~~.::\. I

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

Listen
to KNMD
Exhibition

EW

-
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When the Ameriean Bank of
Commerce opens its New Mexico
Union branch .here July 1, it will
achieve a 'first' among the 650
student union centen on college
campuses in the U.S.
According to Mr. William Bierbaum, Union direetur, UNM will
be the first college to locate a
banking facility wit)).in the building. "Other schools have banks
on or adjacent to c)ampus," Bierbaum stated, "but not within the
union, itself.''
New Union Opened in '59
UNM's present Union opened
its doors in September, 1959, and
is now one focal point of the
University.
Bierbaum revealed that the
idea of establishing a bank in the
Union had been discussed for
thl'ee or four year~;~ before UNM
officials decided to award a branch
facility to ABC this past spring.
"All along we have been cashing students' checks as one of
the Union facilities," . Bierbaum
said. "But it was felt that a bank
which could handle this, plus the
many other banking services we
could not offer, would be much
more acceptable.
Bank Facility Needed
"It was logical to believe that
students would deal more often
with a bank, and thus add one
more facility to the many on
campus. UNM has its own news•
paper, its own government, and
housing, so why not a bank?" he
added.
The UNM branch of the American Bank of Commerce, to be
located on the Union ground floor
between the games area and bookstore, is scheduled to open July
1. Construction has been underway for the past 20 days.
ABC President J, Hugh Funk
announced that the branch's
manager -will. be George Zarris,
a UNM graduate student, who.
will receive his MA in Business
Administration next J'une.

Regional First

Forensic Contest
To Be Held Here

Contest Entrant
Tells of N.Y. Trip

It's a big first for UNM-and,
for that matter, for the Southwest. For the first time since its
origin in 1931, the National
Forensic League will hold its National ffigh Speech Tournament
at a .southwestern university.
The 1966 tournament begins
.June 27 at UNM: and will last
until .June 30. Some 320 hlgh
school students, :representing 38
states, will compete in seven categories.
The categories include debate,
boys' extemporaneous speaking,
girls' extemporaneous speaking,
oratory, dramatic interpretation,
radio speaking, and impromptu
speaking.
First-Place Winners
Penni Adrian, UNM publicity
director for the tournament, said
that all the participants were
first place winners in either state
or regional contests.
Students from some 2000 high
schools began the competition last
October. The national winners
will be chosen on Thursday.
Miss Adrian said that many of
the students were very excited
about coming to New Mexico for
the tournament. She said that the
group from Pennsylvania was especially happy that the train they
would arrive on was just like
every other train and not, as they
had suspected, a stagecoach.
City Represented
Albuquerque has four students
(Continued on page 6)

"It was great fun, because of
the girls you met-really great
pepole," said Karen Schoen describing her trip to New York as
UNM's renresentative in the National CoUege Queen Contest.
The 18:Year-old .art m~jor took
first place .fir the Home Econo!!'irs
event. Slle · was judged on her
cooking, interior decoration ability, and her ironing.
"The whole thing was a wonderful experience,' said Miss Schoen.
She said that she hoped the LOBO
would continue to sponsor candidates.
While in Ne.w York for the contest, Miss Schoen attended some
five plays, including the Broadway
bit, "Superman.''
She and the 49 other girls also
attended a show at the famed
Latin Quarter and wel'e feted at
Sardi's and the Tavern-on-theGreen.
A reception was held for the
candidates at the American Embassy. Later, foiiowing a 25-year
motorcade up Fifth Avenue, the
girls were taken on a tour of the
United Nations.
Miss Schoen graduated from
Highland High School in 1965.
She is presently a member of
Spurs and was Vice President of
her pledge class of Delta Delta
Delta Sorority.
The National College. Queen
Contest, which• has been held for
the past 12 years, was won by
Vicki L. Lieberstein of UCLA.

Summer

The following events have been
scheduled as activities for the
1966 Summer Session at UNM.
'They are open to all UNM summer students, faculty, and dependenb.
- For June, there will be a Reg. :istration Dance from 8 to 1(),p.m.
iJn the Union Terrace on Saturday ;June 25th. The "DowntJeats"
will provide the music and the ad·mission is 20 cents per person. On
--,·Monday, June 27) the first of this
·
.;
_,. years• Lecture under the .Stars
UN~( 'has been designated a ·. will ..present Dr. John Furbay,
test center for the Nationat · who Will lecture ori "Survival in
Teacher Examinations July tilth. a Divided World.''·
The exams will be open to college
Series Presented
seniors preparing to teach and
For July, the summer program
also to teachers applying for jobs will include three film series prein school systems requiring NTE sentations which will be shown in
scores.
the Union theater at 6 and 8 p.m.
Further information may be The film fare series will present
obtained from the UNM testing "Flower Drum Song" on July
center.
1st, "Take Her She's Mine" on

Teachers' Exams
To Beg.ln July '16.

By John. Furbay

MacGregor Says

The 1966 ''Lecture Under the
Stars" series, sponsored by the
UNM Summel' Session will get
underway at 8 p.m. Monday, June
27.
Dr. John Furbay, head of TransWorld Airlines Air World education program, will lead off the
series with a discussion on "Survival in Divided World." He has
appeared in the lecture series on
previous occasions.
Is Distinguished Scholar
A fellow of the Royal Geographic society of London, the Royal
Anthropological Society, and the
National Geographic Society, Dr.
Furbay spent several years as
Senior International Specialist in
the U.S. Office of Education.
He also served as President of
the College of West Africa for
three years.
The series will continue on
July 11 with. a talk by Dr. Harold
D. Meyer, chairman of the physical education department at the
University of North Carolina. Dr.
Meyer's lecture will be titled "Impact of Leisure on American Society!' He is also a member of
UNM's 811DlDler session faculty.

Registration for the 1966 summer session begins at 8 a.m. Saturday, and J. C. MacGregor, Director of Admissions and Registrar, said that enrollment is expected be up slightly over last
year's 4616 total.
Approximately 160 resident
faculty and 50 guest faculty will
conduct courses dul'ing the eightweek period, which begins June
27.
Law Not Offered
Only the School of Law will not
be offering coul'ses this summer.
Dr. Harold Ried, Director of
Summer Session, said that the
courses offered were primarily
those which would allow students
to speed up the graduation process, teachers to renew their
teaching certificates, and high
school graduates to take remedial
courses before entering in the
fall.
The summer program also includes a number of vocational
courses which are not offered during the regular school year:
570 Expected
Enrollment for the pre-session
workshops was estimated at

TraYel FilJil Plamted

abou.t !illO students. Koat of the

A travel film on London will be workshops ended this week, but
presented J'uly 18 by wmiam several more are Sc:heduled :.•'lor
Gowan who is associate director later in the summer.
of the National Audubon Society.
Included in the list of guest pro.John Logan of San Francisco fessors is Dr. Guy Duckworth,
State College will deliver the lec- professor of music at Northwestture on .July 25. His subject will ern University, Evanston, Ill. He
be ''Poetry and the Poet.''
will conduct a workshop from
"Interpretation of Democracy'' June 27-July 1, as well as a daily
is the subject of Professor David piano- workshop.
lf'.nntinttP!I on nave 2)
MIT Prof to Teach
Dr. Stephen H. Crandall, professor of mechanical engineering
at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, is returning to UNM
as a guest professor in advanced
topics in probabilistics mechanics.
Also among the university's
number of returning guest proThe University Summer Orchis Dr. A. M. Freudenthal,
estra will present a concer,t on fessors
professor of civil engineering at
Aug. 5. The program will include
Holst's "The Planets.'' Various Columbia University.
(Continued on page 2)
instrumentalists,
particularly
string-players, are needed for this
'
performance.
The summer rehearsals will be
on Thursday evenings, from 7 to
10 p.m.,"starting June 30.
Students of ail departments who
are interested should contact the
The government of India is givconductor of the Summer Orch- ing UNM professor Fl'ank Hibestra, Kurt Frederick, by call- ben a commendation crediting
ing 344-3696.
him with saving the lives of 500
persons.
Dr. Hibben, and anthropology
professor and well known big
game hunter, earned the commendation for killing the "Jaitpuri tigress," which had been terfor 1966, will teach the four sec- rorizing Indian villagers at Jaittions of lessons on July 6tb, 13th, puri.
The tigress had killed a num"
2oth, and 27th. They will be held
ber of villagers and was preying
in the Lobo Room.
There will be bowling tourna- on domestic buffalo and goats.
ments on the Wednesday even• The loss of just one buffalo eo\tld
ings of July 13th, 20th, and 27th, mean the death of an Entire Inin the games area of the Union; dian family, as the villagers deinterested pel'!iOns are asked to pend almost entirely ort 'their domestic animals for food.
contact Bub Henry.
Dr. Hibben was traveling in
A Rock and Roll dance has been
scheduled at 8 p.m. in the Union India as an adviser to a U.S.
for July 6th, a Folk Festival for State Department economic de·
July 7th at 8 p.m. in the Union, velopment mission.
and a street dance has been sched•
uled on July 8th from 3 to 5 p.m.
Reminder
in front of the Union.
Concert Planned
Students are reminded that the
On July 13th there will be a
1966 MIRAGE and the Spring
Summer Band Concert at 8:15
edition of the THUNDER•
p.m. in the Union Ballroom, Dr.
BIRD can be pieked up by stuPolgar, a hypnotist, will appear
dents with activity eards in
in the Union Ballroom on July
MIRAGE olliee from 8 a.m. to
14th, and a Sing Out will be held
4:30 p.m. ~aily.
(Continued on page 2)

Summer Orchestra
Needs More Players

,.

Professor Hibben
Presented Award

.

'

Activities Set

July 8th, "Fall of the Roman Empire" on July 15th, "Guys and
Dolls" on July 22nd, and. "Gone
are the Days" on Jnly 29th.
The Film Classics Series will
present ''She done Him Wrong"
on July 5th, "Seven Brides for
Seven Brothers" on .JulY' 12th,
"Ivanhoe" on July 19th, and
"Mark nf Zoro," on July 26th.
The Foreign Films Series will
present "Lazorillo," a Spanish
film on.JiliY' 7th; "Hiroshima Mon
Amor/' a French film on July
14th; and "Ballad of a Soldier," a
Russian film on July 28th.
Lessons Offered
Another activity offered during
July is bridge lessons in the
Union from 7 to 10 p.m. There
will be six weeks of lessons for a
fee of $3. Persons interested are
asked to sign up in the activities
center. Jim Lynn, who holds the
most master's points in the state

·'•;..

